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In this paper, the satisfiability problem for a class of proportional sentences i
considered. Here a sentence is a set of clauses. A clause is a set of literals. First, it 
is proposed that a class S O of propositional sentences which properly includes the 
class of propositional Horn sentences. A sentence {C~ ..... C,} is in So if there are 
sets PI ..... Pn of positive literals such that (1) Pt D P2~ ... D P,, (2)P~ ~ C~ for 
1 ~ i~  n, and (3) Ci-P~ is a Horn clause for 1 ~ i~  n. Then it is proposed that a 
new inference rule, based on the resolution principle, by which (un)satisfiability for 
S O in polynomial time can be decided. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Since Cook (1971) discussed reducibil ity in NP, many NP-complete 
problems have been found (Karp, 1972;.. Garey and Johnson, 1979). 
However, it has not yet been determined if any one of these is in P. 
From the standpoint of NP-eompleteness, one of the basic approaches to 
the problem of whether P = NP is to find, for an N/P-complete problem, as 
general a subproblem in P as possible, and to investigate the difference 
between them. Using this approach, with the satisfiability problem for 
proportional logic as the NP-complete one, we try to extend as much as 
possible the class of proposit ional formulas for which satisfiability is 
decidable in polynomial  time. It has been shown that the satisfiability of any 
proposit ional Horn set of clauses is decidable in polynomial time (Jones and 
Laaser, 1976). 
In this paper, we give a class S o of proposit ional sentences, which 
properly includes the class of proposit ional Horn sentences. Here a sentence 
is a formula in clausal form, that is, a set of clauses. When we define a 
clause as a set of literals, a sentence {C 1 ..... C,} is in this class So if there 
exist sets P1 ..... P ,  of positive literals such that 
(1) P I~P2D. . .  DP,,  
l 
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(2) Pi~C~for  l~<i~<n, and 
(3) C i -P i  is a Horn clause for 1 ~<i~<n. 
We show that a new inference rule, which we call a linear layered 
resolution deduction based on input deductions (an LLRI deduction), is 
complete in deciding (un)satisfiability for S 0 and show that the existence of 
an LLRI refutation is polynomial-time decidable. Consequently, we show 
that the satisfiability problem for S O is in P. 
2. SENTENCE AND RESOLUTION 
For formal descriptions, we use terminology found in Chang and 
Lee (1973) and Galil (1977) with slight modifications. 
In this paper, we consider a set of clauses in propositional logic. From 
now on, we call a set of clauses a sentence. A clause is defined as a set of 
literals. When the clause contains no literals, it is called the empty clause 
and is denoted by rq. A clause consisting of only one literal is called a unit 
clause. A literal is either a positive literal +P or a negative -P ,  where P is 
an atom denoted by the predicate symbol P. If P is an atom, then the two 
literals +P and -P  are said to be complements of each other. The 
complement of a literal L is written L. A clause containing at most one 
positive literal is a Horn clause, and a Horn sentence is a set of Horn 
clauses. 
An interpretation I of a sentence S is a mapping from the set of atoms in 
S to {0, 1 }. The value v1(L) of a literal L in S, the Value vz(C ) of a clause C 
in S, and the value vr(S ) of S are defined as follows: 
(1) v,(+P) = I(P), and v,(-P) = 1 - I (P )  for an atom P. 
(2) VI({L 1 ..... Lm})=max{vi(L1) ..... vl(Zm) } for a clause {L~ ..... Lm} 
in S. (At all times, vi(U] ) = 0.) 
(3) vi({C~,..., C,}) = min{vl(C~),..., vz(C,)}, where S = {C~ ,..., C,} for 
clauses C i. 
A sentence is satisfiable if there is some interpretation for which the value 
of the sentence is 1, and is unsatisfiable otherwise. 
A resolution is an inference rule used to derive a clause, C 1 L) C 2 from two 
clauses C 1 U {L} and C 2 U {L}, where C a and C2 denote the sets of literals, 
L denotes a literal, and U denotes the union of sets. In this case, L and L, are 
called the literals resolved upon in C a U {L} and C 2 U {L, }, respectively; and 
C~ U C2 is called a resolvent. 
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3. A CLASS CONSISTING OF HORN SENTENCES 
AND SOME NON-HORN SENTENCES 
In this section, we propose a class of propositional sentences, for which 
the satisfiability problem is solvable in polynomial time. What kind of non- 
Horn clauses may, with Horn clauses, comprise a sentence whose 
satisfiability is still decidable in polynomial time? To answer the question, 
we first interpret each clause in a sentence as a union of a Horn clause and a 
set of positive literals, and then we consider the relation among sets of 
positive literals which the clauses in the sentence contain. Then we turn to a 
non-Horn sentence whose clauses contain sets of positive literals which have 
a linear ordering. We give a formal definition of a class containing such non- 
Horn sentences in addition to Horn sentences. 
DEFINITION 3 .1. We say that a sentence {C, ..... Cn} is in the class S0 if 
there exist sets P, ,..i, P ,  of positive literals such that 
(1) P1~P2~...~P~, 
(2) Pi~Cifor l~<i~<n, and 
(3) C~-P i  is a Horn clause for 1 ~<i~< n. 
Clearly a Horn sentence is in S 0. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let S = {CI, C2, C3, C4} , where 
CI{+A, +B}, C 2 = {+A,--B}, C 3 = {-A, +B}, and C 4 = { -A , -B}  
for atoms A and B. Clearly S is not a Horn sentence. If we let P1 = {+A}, 
P2=[] ,  P3=[ ] ,  and P4=I--1, then (1) PI~P2DP3DP4, (2) Pi%Ci for 
1 ~<i~<4, and (3) Ci -P  i is a Horn clause for 1 ~<i~<4. Thus, S is in So. 
We now provide an algorithm to determine whether a sentence S is in So. 
For a sentence S to be in So, each clause in S - {D ID  is a Horn clause in 
S} must contain a set C 1 of positive literals, each clause in S -  {D ID is a 
Horn clause in S} - {DID C S and D - C, is a Horn clause} must contain a 
set C, W C 2 of positive literals, and so on. 
Therefore, to determine whether S is in S 0, first remove all Horn clauses 
from S. If any clauses remain, try to find some positive literal L that occurs 
in each of them. If such an L does exist, remove it from each of the clauses, 
and once again discard any Horn clauses from the resulting sentence and try 
to find a positive literal in each of the remaining clauses. Ultimately either 
the sentence becomes empty, in which case the original sentence was in So, 
or at some stage no such positive literal can be found, in which case the 
sentence was not in S O .
Clearly the algorithm terminates in polynomial time. We therefore have 
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THEOREM 3.1. Membership o f  a sentence in S o is decidable in 
polynomial time. 
4. A RESOLUTION DEDUCTION FOR THE CLASS S o 
Here we define anew resolution deduction, based on input deduction, by 
which we can determine in polynomial time whether a sentence in S o is 
satisfiable. 
DEFINITION 4. i. An input deduction of C n from a sentence S with top 
clause Co is a finite sequence of clauses Co,B 1, C1,B 2, C 2 ..... Cn_1,B n, C~ 
such that 
(1) C i (called a center clause) is a resolvent of Ci_ 1 and B i, for 
1 <~i<~n, and 
(2) B i (called a side clause) is in S for 1 ~ i~  n. 
An input refutation is an input deduction of the empty clause. We denote by 
Input (Co, Cn; S) the set of all input deductions of C n from S with top 
clause C 0. Also C O -~s Cn means that Input(C0, C n ; S) is not empty. 
DEFINITION 4.2. A linear layered resolution deduction of Cn from S, 
with top clause C O , based on input deductions (for short, an LLRI 
deduction), is a finite sequence of input deductions I1, I2,'", In such that for 
some clauses C 1 ,..., Cn_  1 , 
(1) CoDC1D. . .~C,_1DCn,  and 
(2) I i E Input(Ci_ 1, Ci; S U {Ct_l} ) for 1 ~ i ~ n. 
An LLRI refutation is an LLRI deduction of the empty clause. The set of all 
LLRI deductions of C, from S, with top clause Co, is denoted by 
LLRI(C o, C, ; S). Also, C O ~s  Cn means that LLRI(C o, C n ; S) is not empty. 
We can easily see that C o=>s Cn if and only if for some clauses 
CI,.. . ,  Cn_ 1 , 
(1) Co D C1 ~ "'" ~ C,,_~ ~ Cn, and 
(2) C o --}ski[Co } C1 .--}ski(c1 }C2--} . . . - -4 Cn - 1 --¢'SU[Cn 1} Cn. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let S be a sentence as given in Example 3.1. Consider an 
input deduction I1, that is, C o, BI, C1, where 
C O = {+A, +B}, B 1 = {+A,-B}, and C~ = {+A }. 
Clearly the deduction 11 is in Input({+A, +B}, {+A}; S U {{+A, +B}}). Next 
consider an input deduction 12, that is, D o, E 1, D1, Ez ,  D2, E3, D3, where 
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Do = {+A }, 
E 1 = { -A ,  ~-B}, 
D1 = {+B}, 
E2 = {-A, -B}, 
D2 = {-A}, 
E 3 = {-~m }, 
and 
D3=[] .  
The deduction 12 is in Input({+A}, [3; S U {{+A}}). Thus, the sequence of 
input deductions 11, 12 is an LLRI refutation in LLRI({+A, +B}, []; S). 
In order to show that the LLRI deduction is a strategy complete for 
deciding (un)satisfiability for 5 0, and also to construct an algorithm for 
deciding the LLRI refutability, we take a look at the input deduction, since it 
is a basis of the LLRI deduction. 
It follows from the definition of C-~s [] that each input refutation for 
C-~s [] is a process in which all the literals in C are resolved upon and 
eliminated. Hence, C' -~s [] for C' c C if C -~s •. On the other hand, we can 
easily see that C -~s [] if C' -~s •, C" -~s •, and C' U C" = C. 
Therefore, we have 
LEMMA 4.1. C -~s [] i f  and only if  C' ~s  [] for each C' c C. 
Now consider an input deduction in Input(C,D; S) for C DD, where 
some literal L occurring in D is resolved upon in some center clause. The 
input deduction is redundant in the sense that D, which contains L, is finally 
deduced even though L is resolved upon and eliminated. As might be 
expected, another input deduction, without such redundancy, can be found in 
Input(C, D; S). 
LEMMA 4.2. I f  C -~ s D for C ~ D, then there exists an input deduction of 
D from S, with top clause C, where no literal occurring in D is resolved upon 
in any center clause. 
Proof Assume that an input deduction I for C-~sD is 
C 0, B 1, C1 ,--., Cn- 1, Bn, C~, where: 
(1) C o=Cand C n=D,  
(2) C i is a resolvent of C i_ 1 and B i, for 1 ~< i ~< n, and 
(3) B iis in S for  l~<i~<n. 
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For the input deduction 1, consider a finite sequence of clauses I0, 
C'o,B, ,  .... , C 'n_ l ,B . ,  C ' ,  
where: 
(1) 
(2) 
! m ! C0- Co and C n = Cn, and 
For 1 <<,i<~n, let Z i be the literal resolved upon in C~_1. If Z i 
does not occur in D and if there exists a resolvent D i of C[_~ and B i, then 
C~_ 1 = Di ; otherwise C[ = C[_ 1- 
Next construct a finite sequence of clauses 11, 
C[o , g~,  C~, B~2, C~2 ..... C~k_ ,, Bi~, Q ,  
where: 
(1) O=io  < il < .. .  < ik_l < ik <~ n , 
(2) for l~<j~<k,C :  =C '  .. ' ' l j _ i  i j_i__ 1 = " ~-  C i j _  1 =/= C i j  , and 
(3) c'  ='  t k C l l  • 
It follows from the definition o f I  0 that C[~ is a resolvent of C:,j_, and Btj,  for 
l~<j~<k. Since C[ ~ D for l~<i~n,C :DDfor  l~<j~<k. We can see that l j  
C[ c C i k_J D for 1 ~< i ~< n. Therefore, D c C~, c Cn U D = D U D = D, that 
' -  ' C ' - -D .  Finally, I a is in Input(C, D; S). In is, C~=D.  Since Cik -Cn , l~ 
addition, any literal resolved upon in C! does not occur in D for lj 
0 ~ j ~< k -  1. This completes the proof. 
From now on, whenever an input deduction for C~ s D is given for 
C ~ D, we assume loss of generality that it is nonredundant in the sense of 
Lemrna 4.2. 
LEMMA 4.3. Assume that C ~ D fo r  clauses C and D. For  a sentence S, 
let S '  = {F I F = E -- (D -- {L } ) fo r  some E E S and some literal L }. Then 
C ~s  O i f  and only i f  (C - D)  ~s ,  [2. 
P roo f  Assume that C~s  D and that an input deduction for C~s  D is 
C0,B 1 , C 1 ..... Cn_ I ,B  n, Cn, where: 
(1) C 0=Cana l  C n=D,  
(2) C i is a resolvent of C i_l and B i, for 1 ~< i~< n, and 
(3) B i i s inS for  l~<i~<n. 
For 1 ~< i ~< n, let B[ = B; -- (D -- { {LI}), where L i is the literal resolved upon 
in B~. Replacing each C~ with C~- -D and each B i with B[ ,  we get a 
sequence of clauses I1, 
C O -- D, B~, C 1 -- D,..., C n_ 1 -- D, B ' ,  C n - D, 
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where: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
C 0 -D=C-D and Cn-D=E],  
Ci -D  is a resolvent of Ci_ ~-D and B[, for 1 <~i<~n, and 
B~is inS '  for l~<i~<n. 
Clearly 
Now 
(C- -D)  
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
11 is in Input(C - D, E]; S'). That is, (C - D) ~s,  D. 
assume that (C -D) -~s ,  Fq and that an input deduction 
~s,[~ is C~,B~, C'1 ..... C' ,_I ,B',  C', where: 
t C~=C-D and Cn=[] ,  
C[ is a resolvent of C[_ 1 and B[, for 1 ~< i ~< n, and 
B[ is in S '  for l~<i~<n. 
for 
Let C i=C[WD and B i=B[UD for l~<i~<n. Consider a sequence of 
clauses 12 , 
Co,B1,C1,...,C, 1,Bn, Cn. 
Then C i is a resolvent of C i_I and Bi, for 1 ~< i ~< n, since C[ is a resolvent 
of C[_1 and B[. Also, since Bj is in S '  for 1 ~<j~< n, there exists Aj in S 
such that Bj =A; -  (D -- {Lj.}) for some literal L s. Thus, 
B/=BjWD=Aj~S for 1 <~j<.n. Therefore 12 is in Input(C,D; S), that 
is, C ~s  D. 
Using Lemmas4.1, 4.2, and 4.3, we give the following theorem which 
states the completeness of the LLRI deduction in deciding (un)satisfiability 
for the class S o . 
THEOREM 4.4. For every sentence S in S 0, S is unsatisfiable if and only 
if there exists an LLRI refutation from S. 
Proof. The proof of the "if" part is obvious. 
Now assume that S is unsatisfiable. Since S is in S 0, S can be expressed 
as {P IUH 1 .... ,PnUHn},where:  
(1) Pi is a set of positive literals for 1 ~< i ~< n, and P1 D P2 ~ "'" D P, ,  
(2) H i is a Horn clause for 1 ~< i ~< n, and 
(3) the intersection of Pi and H i is empty for 1 ~< i ~< n. 
If we let S '=  {H~,...,Hn}, then S'  is a Horn sentence and clearly is 
unsatisfiable. Therefore, there exists an input refutation from S'  (Henschen 
and Wos, 1974). Suppose that Hil,...,Hik for i I < i z < ... < i k are all clauses 
in S' ,  and are used in the input refutation. As is easily seen, H b for 1 ~< j ~< k 
can be the top clause of the input refutation, and thus Hi1 ~s,  IZ]. Then let I 
be an input refutation for n&--~s' I-']. Replacing each Hij in I with Pij ~) Hij, 
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we can get an input deduction in Input(Pi, W Hil,Pil ; S). Thus, 
Pil U Hi1 -~s Pil" 
Now let S 1 = {Pi~} US-  {P jk_ JHj IP jUHj~Pi~ }. It can be seen that S1 
is unsatisfiable, and is in S 0. For the same reason that Pq W Hi~-~sPi~, 
Ph-*sl C for some C cP i .  Therefore, 
Pil --')'Sk.JlPil ] C, 
Consequently, 
Pil k..) Hi1 --+s Pi~ ~suIpi~} C. 
That is, Pil W Hil :=~S C. 
When we repeat he above procedure, we can conclude that there exists an 
LLRI refutation from S. 
COROLLARY. For every sentence S in S 0, S is satisfiable if  and only if  
there exists no LLRI refutation from S. 
5. THE SATISFIABILITY PROBLEM FOR THE CLASS S 0 
In Section 4, we have shown that unsatisfiability of a sentence in S 0 can 
be demonstrated using an LLRI deduction. In this section, we provide a 
polynomial-time algorithm for deciding the LLRI refutability of a given 
sentence in S o . To do so, we examine some properties of the LLRI 
deduction. 
DEFINITION 5.1. For clauses C and D, we say that C and D differ by a 
literal if C -- D U {L } for some literal L. 
LEMMA 5.1 Let C and D be clauses, and assume that the number of 
literals in C -  D is n. Then C-~ s D if  and only if, for some sequence of  
clauses C 1 , C 2,..., C n_ ~, C-~s C1 ~s  C2 ~ "'" ~ Cn_ 1 -}s D such that any 
two adjacent clauses differ by a literal. 
Proof The "if" part is obvious. We prove the "only if" part by induction 
on the number n of literals in C -  D. 
(a) If n = 1, the "only if" part holds obviously. 
(b) Assume that the "only if" part holds for n ~< k. Now let n = k + 1. 
Since C--*s D, it follows from Lemma 4.3 that (C -  D)-}s, D, where 
S' = {F IF=E- -  (D--  {L}) for some EE  S and some literal L}. 
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Also, by Lemma4.1, {M}-4s, [] for ME C-D.  Now let I be an input 
refutation for {M} -4s, []. Applying all the side clauses used in I to 
C -  D, we can conclude that (C - -D) -4  s, C', where C 'c  (C -  D) -  {M}. 
Since C 'c  (C -D) ,  then by Lemma4.1, C'-4s, I--1. Furthermore, 
(C- D)-4s, C'-4s,  [], and consequently C-4s C' U D-4s D. Since the 
number of literals in both C -- (C' U D) and (C' U D) - D is less than k, we 
can apply the induction hypothesis to the input deductions for C-4s C' U D 
and for C 'U  D-4s D, and so complete the induction step. 
Now suppose that C =>s D. It follows that for some clauses C 1,..., C l_l, 
(1) CDCID. . .DC I_ I~D,  and 
(2) C : C O -4su[co] C 1 -4su[c l ]  C 2 --~ . . .  --+ CI_  1 -4su[c  I 1] CI  = D. 
If C i 1-4svlq_~l Ci for 1 ~< i ~< l, then, by Lemma 5.1, for some sequence of 
clauses CI_1, 2 mt Ci_2,..., Ci_l, 
Ci-I ~swlc~ ~1C~-1 -'sulq_,l "'" ~ C~Jl -4suIq ~1Si 
such that any two adjacent clauses differ by a literal. 
It is easy to see that if E-4 s [] and D c C ~ S, then E-4(s_lcl)ul m [3. In 
1 m i addition to this, sinceC i _~C i 1 ~ ' ' "  ~C i  ~f°r l~<i<~l, 
Ci-1---->SU{Ci I} C~ I -4SU{C]_I] "'" -4 CTil--4SU[Crfil] C i. 
Finally we have 
THEOREM 5.2. Let C and D be clauses, and assume that the number of 
literals in C -  D is n. Then C =>s D if and only if, for some sequence of 
clauses C1, C2,..., Cn_l, C-4sulc j C1-4sulcll C1-4 ... ~ Cn_ 1-4sulc._~l D
such that any two adjacent clauses differ by a literal. 
Suppose that we have an algorithm for deciding the existence of an input 
deduction (see Algorithm 5.2). 
According to Theorem 5.2, detecting an LLRI deduction for C ~s  D is 
equivalent to finding some sequence of clauses C 1, C 2,..., Cn_ 1 which satisfy 
the condition in the statement of the theorem. 
If we try to find C 1, C2,..., Cn_ 1 in that order, there are order nI cases to 
be checked. We should rather search for C n_l ..... CI in that order, because, 
by Lemma4.3, CU {L}-4sulcutLi1C if D c C and DU {L}-4suwuiL, D. 
Also, if DU{Li}-4suIDuIL,~ID for l~ i~m,  then DU{L~,. . . ,Lm} 
-4SUmUtLI ..... LmlJ DU {L 2 . . . . .  Lm}-4SUIDU[L2  . . . . .  Lm]} DU {L3,...,Lm}-4 "'" 
--' D U {Lm)-4SuWUlLmll D. 
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Hence, in order to decide whether C ~s  D, first get the C-extension of D, 
that is 
ext(C, D) = {L IDU {L}osutD~ILj}D fo rL  in C-D} 
and newly denote D Uext(C,D)  by D. Then repeat this procedure until 
either D becomes C or ext(C, D) is empty. In the first case, C =~s D, and in 
the latter, C &s D. 
Therefore, we obtain the following algorithm by which we can decide the 
existence of an LLRI refutation. 
ALGORITHM 5.1. 
Input: A sentence S = {C1,..., Cm}. 
Output: "True," if there exists an LLRI refutation from S. "False," 
otherwise. 
Method: Let ext(V, U) = {L I UU {L} ~suluulLu U for in V -  U} for 
clauses V and U. Then execute the pidgin ALGOL program given as below. 
procedure LLRI(S): 
begin 
for each Ci E S do 
begin 
U+- O (empty); 
while U ~ C i do 
if ext(C;, U) is empty (see Algorithm 5.2) 
then U~ CiU (M} (M is a special iteral not occurring in S) 
else U~ UUext(C i, U); 
if U = C t then return "True" 
end; 
return "False" 
end 
In Algorithm 5.1, to decide the emptiness of ext(C t, U), we should have an 
algorithm for determining whether C U (L} ~sutculLu C for any clause C, 
any literal L and any sentence S. By Lemma 4.3, the additional algorithm is 
reduced to an algorithm for determining whether {M}-~s, [] for any unit 
clause {M} and any sentence S'. 
To determine whether {M} ~s, [], we use the following property. 
DEFINITION 5.2. A unit deduction D n from a sentence S is a finite 
sequence of clauses D0,D 1 .. . . .  D n such that each D i is either in S or is a 
resolvent of two preceding clauses, at least one of which is a unit clause. 
S ,-~ Dn means that there exists a unit deduction of D n from S. 
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(a) 
s-{E}. 
(b) 
Then let n 
C ~s M, by 
the number 
for 1 ~ j~ 
LEMMA 5 .3 .  {L}-~sU] if and only if S~ {L}. 
Proof. We prove the "only if" part by induction on the number of steps 
n of the input refutation for {L } -~s []. Suppose that an input refutation for 
{L}~s [ ] is  Co,B 1,C 1 ..... C, 1,Bn, Cn, where: 
(1) C0={L}andCn=[] ,  
(2) C i is a resolvent of C i_~ and B i, for 1 ~<i~< n, and 
(3) B i i s inS  for l~<i~<n. 
If n= 1, then B 1 should be {L}. Since B I= {Z,} E S, then 
Assume that the "only if" part of the lemma holds for n ~< k. 
=k+l ,  and let B~=CU{Z,},  where C={L1,...,Lm}. Since 
Lemma 4.1, {L j} ~s [] for 1 ~< j ~< m. Here we can assume that 
of steps of an input refutation for {L;} ~s [] is not greater than k, 
m. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, S ~ {Lj} for 1 ~< j ~< m. 
I 
In addition, since {L} is derived by the unit deduction from 
{{L1},..., {Lm}, CU {L}}, then S ~ {L}. This completes the induction step. 
Now we provide the "if" part by induction on the number of steps n of the 
unit deduction for S ~ {L }. 
(a) If n = 0, then L C S. In this case, by the input refutation {L}, 
/ ~/, [Z, {L } ~s M. Thus, the "if" part holds. 
(b) Assume that the "if" part holds for n ~< k. Let n = k + 1. Then 
there exists C= {L, L1,...,Lm} E S and S~ {L]} for 1 <~j<~m such that the 
number of steps of a unit deduction of /L;} is not greater than k. By the 
induction hypothesis, {Lj}~sD for l~j<~m. Thus, by Lemma4.1, 
{L 1 ..... Lm}--+sD. Also, by the input deduction {L}, {L, L1,...,Lm}, 
I L 1 ,..., Lm }, {L } ~s  {L 1 '''" Lm } ~s  [3. This completes the induction step. 
It has been shown that whether S ~ {L} is decidable in polynomial time 
(Jones and Laaser, 1976). Thus, by Lemmas4.3 and 5.3, we obtain a 
polynomial-time algorithm for determining whether C V {L}~ sulc ulLu C: 
ALGORITHM 5.2. 
Input: A clause C, a literal L and a sentence S. 
Output: "True," if C U {L } ~s •lc ul/41 C. "False," otherwise. 
Method: For the sentence S, let S 1 be {D j D = E -- (C - /M})  for some 
EC S and some literal M} U {{L}} U UNEC {{L,N}}. If S~ ~ {L} (whether 
S 1 ~ {L} is decidable in polynomial time), then return "True." Otherwise, 
return "False." 
Now suppose that S is a sentence of size n and an input of Algorithm 5.1. 
When Algorithm 5.1 is executed for S, there are at most order n 2 decisions 
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made by Algorithm 5.2, and so Algorithm 5.1 terminates in polynomial time. 
Thus, by Algorithms 5.1 and 5.2, we can determine in polynomial time 
whether there exists no LLRI refutation from a sentence. Finally, we have 
THEOREM 5.4. The satisfiability problem for  S O is solvable in polynomial 
time. 
Theorem 5.4 is the primary result of the paper. S 0 can be extended further 
by taking restricted unions of sentences in S0, still retaining polynomial-time 
decidability. However, the specification of this class is complex and so we 
omit it. 
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